In the sixth volume of the Karaim journal Karaj Awazy Aleksander Mardkowicz (1875-1944) prepared a six page long article containing reminiscences of the loft in kenesa in Łuck (Mardkowicz 1933b) and a transcription of seven letters found there (Mardkowicz 1933a) . Detailed comparison of five of those manuscripts with their transcriptions (we do not know what happened to the remaining two manuscripts) shows that Mardkowicz's readings are not free from certain shortcomings and errors. Besides a few obvious printing errors, one can find not only erroneous readings, but also a considerable number of changes that had been made intentionally, fragments that had been passed over, translations of Hebrew fragments that had not been noted, and words that exhibited evident Troki or Crimean Karaim phonetic features but which had been transcribed in such a way as though they had been written in Łuck Karaim. The reason for these intentional amendments to the text of the original manuscripts can probably be ascribed to the fact that Mardkowicz -who played a vital role in the Karaim language purism movement -tended to use "normative Karaim" in his journal, even at the price of modifying the content of the letters. The examples of these misrepresentations have been grouped into the following categories: 1) intentional amendments concerning phonetic, morphologic and phonotactic features and dialectal affiliation of the word forms; 2) erroneous readings of Karaim words and Hebrew abbreviations and, finally, 3) translating Hebrew fragments without noting it. The article does not deliver a full critical edition of the manuscripts, as this is going to be the subject of another, much more comprehensive, study, where the facsimiles of the letters will also be published.
Introduction
In the sixth volume of the Karaim journal Karaj Awazy, published as a result of the efforts and financial support of Aleksander Mardkowicz (1875 Mardkowicz ( -1944 , the publisher prepared a six page long article containing reminiscences of the loft in kenesa in Łuck (Mardkowicz 1933b ) and a transcription of seven letters found there (Mardkowicz 1933a) . These letters are almost all that is left of a great collection which had been stored in the loft and gradually destroyed during the First World War and the Russian Revolution in 1917 (the history of the kenesa has been described by Sulimowicz A. 2008) . 1 The manuscripts that remained intact during the periods of war ended up in Józef Sulimowicz's (1913 Sulimowicz's ( -1973 collection 2 and are in very good condition, what allowed us to undertake a comparison of five of those manuscripts 3 with their transcriptions. 4 This is especially important in the case of Karaim, because there are very few sources written in the colloquial language; the value of the proper editions cannot therefore be underestimated. Indeed, Pritsak's statement, although published exactly fifty years ago, is still true: "Der wesentliche Teil der Handschriften harrt noch immer der Veröffentlichung und Bearbeitung" (Pritsak 1959: 324) .
The goal of the present article is to show what kinds of amendments can be made to Mardkowicz's readings. We do not plan to deliver a full critical edition of the manuscripts here, as this is going to be the subject of another, much more comprehensive, study (which is already in preparation), where the facsimiles of the letters will also be published.
Mardkowicz's transcription
It has to be stated at the outset that Mardkowicz did not intend to prepare a professional critical edition of the letters. His aim was only to show to the latest generation "what their ancestors wrote about and how they did it."
5 Therefore, his study lacks any com-1 Mardkowicz (1933b: 4-5) recalls his childhood, the period when the floor of the loft used to be covered with sheets of paper and describes what had been left after the war. This is what the author writes: "Enk kićli magnit, kajsy tartaredi meni joharyha, edi k a h yt ł a r . [...] 2 This is considered to be one of the largest collections of Karaim manuscripts in Poland (cf . Dubiński 1979: 148) . 3 We are indebted to Anna Sulimowicz for drawing our attention to these sources. 4 Letters numbered I, II, III, V and VI in Mardkowicz's (1933a) article. The letters appear in J. Sulimowicz's (1972) archive under the following catalogue numbers: 2(77), 51, 43, 9 and 3(78), respectively. Unfortunately, we do not know where the remaining two manuscripts are or what happened to them.
5 This is what we can read in Mardkowicz (1933b: 5) : "Hali tutamen kołumda neceni oł kart da sarharhan sifcekłerden, kajsyłar kacanes teseredłer tipin babinecnin. Da keldi basyma sahys bastyrma ałarny, ki kergizme haligi dorha ne da necik jazaredłer atałarymyz." [= transl.: Now I hold in my hand some of those old and yellowed sheets, which once used to be spread over the loft's floor. And the idea of printing them ments on the text itself, such as on its spelling errors, clerical errors, amendments introduced by the authors, orthography and so on. For reprinting the letters, Mardkowicz used the Łuck Karaim orthography (which was commonly used at that time) based on Polish writing in order to make them comprehensible to the reader. In fact, we probably should not expect more in a journal that did not aspire to be strictly "academic," especially given that the author's "transcribing system" is quite transparent.
6
A closer examination of the manuscripts, however, shows that Mardkowicz's readings are not free from certain shortcomings and errors. As will be argued below, besides a few obvious printing errors, 7 which are in fact clear to the reader, we were able to find not only erroneous readings, but also a considerable number of changes that had been made intentionally, fragments that had been passed over, 8 translations of Hebrew fragments that had not been noted (see e.g. the heading of letter III originally written in Hebrew), and words that bore evident Troki or Crimean Karaim phonetic features but which had been transcribed in such a way as though they had been written in Łuck Karaim. The latter is characteristic first of all of letter III, in which the number of such words, originally attested with evident Troki Karaim phonetic and morphologic features, amounts to approximately twenty-five. It should be noted that this is a relatively large number, given that the manuscript consists of merely forty lines. As the considerable part of the manuscript can be interpreted both as written in Troki or Łuck dialect, we would even venture to suggest that the letter has been originally written in Troki dialect with Łuck Karaim elements.
The reason for these intentional amendments to the text of the original manuscripts can probably be ascribed to the fact that the author tended to use "normative Karaim" in his journal, even at the price of modifying the content of the letters. He even mentioned in the introduction to the letters that the language their ancestors used to speak was not pure, as they mixed it with Russian and Polish words.
9 When seen in this light, his intention was definitely not to misrepresent certain details of the manuscripts, but to promote -to the highest possible degree -the fluency of Karaim among what was then the younger generation.
10 Consequently, these above mentioned shortcomings should be judged in the context of the language purism movement, which became stronger during came to mind, in order to show to the present generation what our ancestors wrote about and how they did it.]. 6 We use the same transcription in the present article -for the sake of consistency. The following symbols might need to be explained here: Mardkowicz (1933b: 5) : "Sezi oł bitikłernin tiwildi aruw karaj sezi. Tabasiz ałarda kep jat sezłer, dahanłahan rus da lech tiłden" [= transl.: The language of those letters was not pure Karaim. We can find in them many foreign words, borrowed from Russian and Polish.] . 10 The importance of this was for him is shown, for example, in the first tale ever written in Karaim entitled Elijahunun ucuru. In the foreword Mardkowicz (1930: 3) "assures" the reader that their language is not "poor and imperfect" and has to be cultivated. The translation of the foreword has been delivered by Csató (2002: 137-138) . the interwar period and based itself upon a similar kind of movement that had emerged in Turkey (Dubiński 1982: 143) . It should be emphasized that Mardkowicz played a vital role in the movement, and his efforts to preserve the language by adjusting it to every-day life were particularly significant (for further reading see, for example, A. Sulimowicz 1987: 28-29) . His efforts to preserve Karaim by avoiding the use of Slavonic, mostly Polish, Ukrainian and Russian, words, have been noticed and appreciated, even in Troki where a similar movement had been established at that time (see e.g. Firkowicz 1935 Firkowicz -1936 .
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When seen in this light, it is hard to escape the conclusion that the texts of the remaining two letters published by Mardkowicz (1933a) and, perhaps his other works that presented manuscripts, should be treated somewhat cautiously.
The examples presented below -two for each type of misrepresentation -will suffice to illustrate this argument. We grouped them into the following categories: 1) intentional amendments concerning phonetic, morphologic and phonotactic features and dialectal affiliation of the word forms; 2) erroneous readings of Karaim words and Hebrew abbreviations and, finally, 3) translating Hebrew fragments without noting it. All the examples mentioned here are clearly legible in the relevant manuscripts. COMMENTARY: To the best of our knowledge, the letter he ‫›ה‹‬ was never used for denoting [g] in Łuck Karaim manuscripts or even in Karaim written sources in general (cf. e.g. Zajączkowski 1931 -1932 : 184 et passim, J. Sulimowicz 1972 : 43 or Jankowski 1997 for notes on the orthography of Troki and Crimean Karaim manuscripts, respectively).
12 In Łuck Karaim texts, in the vast majority of cases, he renders the velar 11 This is, in point of fact, what Altbauer (1979 Altbauer ( -1980 has written about. However, he placed this phenomenon in a slightly different light. In his opinion, replacing the Hebrew lexicon with native words in, for example, the Karaim translation of the Book of Lamentations performed by J. Łobanos (chazzan in Vilnius in years 1929-1937 and in Łuck for two years: 1938-1939) was not the result of language purism but should rather be explained by the translator's desire to reflect the slight stylistic differences of the original Hebrew text (Altbauer 1979 (Altbauer -1980 . Yet, the fact that J. Łobanos had been in charge of a youth group for several years (a youth group whose goal was to learn and preserve their mother tongue) and the fact that he also in his publications tended to follow the achievements of the Turkish language reforms casts doubt on such an assumption (cf. Dubiński 1982: 144; 1995: 62) . 12 What we can read in Tekin / Ölmez (2003: 129) , namely that the letter ‫›ה‹‬ was used to mark [g] in loanwords, seems to be doubtful. Works enumerated in the references (Tekin / Ölmez 2003: 130) COMMENTARY: The letter gimel with a macron ‹ ֿ ‫›ג‬ was regularly used for representing the velar voiced spirant [h] in the discussed manuscripts -as it was in other dialects, too (cf. Zajączkowski 1931 -1932 : 187 et passim, J. Sulimowicz 1972 loc. cit., Jankowski 1997 . If the author of the manuscript had pronounced the initial ghere, he definitely would have used a simple gimel in writing. What makes the transcription of ֿ ‫ג‬ ‫וּ‬ ‫ַט‬ ‫נ‬ ‫ֵירְ‬ ‫ב‬ ‫וֹ‬ ‫ָא‬ ֿ ‫ג‬ ‫רְ‬ even more interesting is the fact that ‹ ֿ ‫›ג‬ in the dative case suffix has already been transcribed with -h-by Mardkowicz. Theoretically, the lack of an inner -n-in the transcription could have been a result of a printing (and therefore unintentional) error, but the same amendment occurs twice in the letters. This suggests that Mardkowicz used the form anłamahy because this is how he would have written the word in these particular contexts. Even if the correctness of the word he suggests is beyond doubt, we believe that since the word appears on two separate occasions in different manuscripts and possesses an identical meaning, the notion that this might be a clerical error in the manuscript can be ruled out. The reflexive form could be, in fact, explained as a calque of Pol. rozumie się 'it means' (cf. e.g. przez to rozumie się... 'this means...') or Russ. разумеется 'it means.' information. In fact, this might be a misprint (possibly g written instead of ġ), as in the table provided by the authors, the phoneme [h] is not mentioned at all.
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10.2478/v10148-010-0008-7 ‫ֵי‬ ‫ג‬ ‫ֵירְ‬ ‫ְל‬ ‫ֵימֵיצ‬ ‫כ‬ (letter I, 3 rd paragraph) THERE IS: kemecłerni 'soldier (ACC.PL)' SHOULD BE: kemecłerge 'soldier (DAT.PL)' CONTEXT: ałaj bujurhandy ki bez oceredi ałma kemecłerge 'it had been ordered to take [people] out of turn [= immediately] to the army' COMMENTARY: The dative case written with a gimel (with tzere) and a yod is clearly legible. The reason why Mardkowicz made this correction could have been the fact that the expression kemecłerge ałma calques Russ. взять в солдаты 'to induct into the army' and might have sounded too colloquial. c) Phonotactics ‫ְדֵי‬ ‫ִידֵינ‬ ‫ס‬ ‫ֵיקְ‬ ‫נ‬ (letter VI, 2 nd paragraph) THERE IS: nekisidende 'nobody (ABL, partic. -de)' SHOULD BE: neksidende id. CONTEXT: kabuł etmedik neksidende 'we did not receive from anyone' COMMENTARY: Morphologically, this word form consists of nekisi 'nobody,' the ablative case suffix -den and the generalising particle -de. In this case there is no doubt that the syllabic structure of the word has been reduced as a result of a fairly common phenomenon in Karaim (and in the Turkic languages in general) -the syncopation of a high vowel in a syllable followed by a syllable with another high vowel. Mardkowicz shows the grammatically correct as opposed to the colloquial form of the word. The notion of a printing error in Mardkowicz's work and / or a slip of the pen in the manuscript can be ruled out given the existence of a very similar example, namely ‫ֵידֵיא‬ ‫ִיג‬ ‫ס‬ ‫ֵיקְ‬ ‫נ‬ neksigede 'nobody (DAT, partic. -de)' transcribed as nekisigede in the same paragraph of this letter.
A trace of the same kind of amendment can be seen, for example, in ‫ִיז‬ ‫נ‬ ‫ַקְ‬ ‫ב‬ baknyz 'take care of (IMPERAT.2.PL)' published in letter II as bakynyz (8 th paragraph). Kowalski 1927: 223) . Whether Mardkowicz passed over the last element of the abbreviated honorific ‫)כמוהרר(‬ simply because the title rabbi was no longer used in the interwar period (if this was the case we should treat this as an intentional change), must for the time being remain speculative.
The name Szołeme was a variant of Hebr. ‫שלמה‬ used by Crimean Karaims (cf. e.g. Szapszał 1932-34: 10) , what fits in well with the fact that the person in question originated from the Crimea (see KBS 21, s.v. Беим Соломон Абрамович) . This reading explains why the front variant of the ablative case suffix had been attached to the name. 
Translating Hebrew fragments without notification

